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床の間 
「TOKONOMA」 

An alcove built into the wall used for 
placing flower vases and hanging scrolls 

障子 
「SHOJI」 

A glass enclosed seating area separated by a 
“Shoji” (sliding paper door) 

お菓子とお茶 
「Welcome sweets and Japanese tea」 

Upon arrival at the ryokan, there will be traditional Japanese sweets and tea awaiting you.  This 
complimentary snack is simply for your enjoyment.  Please relax, take your time, and enjoy your   
traditional Japanese Inn experience. 

 

座布団 
「ZABUTON」 

“Zabuton” (cushions) for sitting 

たたみ 
「TATAMI」 

Please ｗalk on the “tatami” with your socks or your bare 
feet, not your slippers. 
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ゆかた 
「YUKATA」 

During your stay, a “Yukata” is provided for you. You can wear 
the Yukata in your room, around the Ryokan, and if you like you 
can wear it when you take a short walk near the Ryokan. 

Take off your shoes at the 
entrance. Your shoes will be 
placed in the entrance for you 
when you want to go outside. 

丹前 
「TANZEN」 

If it is cold, a “Tanzen” will be provided. 
Wear the Tanzen over the Yukata. 

If you want to take a short walk 
near the ryokan, you may also wear 
the ryokan’s sandals or “Geta”. 

Putting on Slippers 
The slippers are used for walking 
around inside the ryokan. 

お布団 
「FUTON」 

When you have finished eating, the maid will clean 
your room and prepare the “Futon” for you to sleep. 
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We do not allow swimsuits to be 
worn in the bath. 

Please wear your hair up during bath time. 

No Swimming 

日本のおふろ… 
The Japanese Bath… 
The most important thing to remember is that a Japanese bath is for relaxing, not for 
getting clean. A bath is for warming your body and relaxing your tired and aching 
muscles. 

Please do not unplug the bath tub. 

 

No camera in the bath 
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Enter nude 
Take the small towel provided for you, 

and go into the bathing room. 

Clothing basket 
Put all your clothes into the baskets in 
the changing room. 

Enjoy the bath 
When you have finished cleaning yourself and there is no 
soap left on your body, step into the public bath. 

Wash your body (first) 
Cleaning your body is done in the bathing area outside the 
public bath. There will be small plastic stools, soap, shampoo, 
and a mirror provided for the guests. 
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おさしみ 
「SASHIMI」 

Sliced raw fish 
Dip the raw seafood in the dish of soy sauce and season it with green horseradish 

お吸い物 
「OSUIMONO」 
clear soup 

焼き魚 
「YAKIZAKANA」 

grilled fish 

煮物 
「NIMONO」 

steamed vegetables 

ご飯とお味噌汁とお漬物 
「GOHAN・MISOSHIRU・OTSUKEMONO」 
rice, miso soup and Japanese pickles 

お鍋 
「NABE」 

a hot-pot (a light stew) 

お茶 
「OCHA」 

Japanese Green Tea 
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日本の朝ごはん 
「ASAGOHAN」 

A typical Japanese-style breakfast consists of rice, miso soup, grilled fish, and Japanese pickles. 

のり 
「NORI」 

Breakfast also comes with “Nori” or dried seaweed to eat with your rice 
(lay a sheet of Nori on your rice and bring the ends together with your chopsticks to trap the rice inside) 

 

納豆 
「NATTOU」 

Fermented Soy Beans 
Have fun eating these “slimey” beans that can be mixed easily with rice. 
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とり箸 
「TORIBASHI」 

Chopsticks for serving food 

さし箸・たて箸 
「SASHIBASHI・TATEBASHI」 

Do not stick chopsticks into your food or spear your food 
with the chopsticks. Do not bite your chopsticks either. 

かんぱい 
「KAMPAI」 

The Japanese drinking salute is 
usually “Kampai!” 

A small size drink is actually 
quite small. 

There is no tipping in Japan. 

 

おしぼり 
「OSHIBORI」 

In restaurants or when visiting someone’s house, it’s customary to get a 
small, moist rolled-up towel (cold in summer, hot in winter) called an 
“OSHIBORI” to wipe your hands with. 

Do not use your chopsticks 
to point at somebody. 
 

お水 
「Water」 

Tap water in Hiroshima is 
perfectly safe to drink. 
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People hand out free packets of 
tissues on the street. 

Taxi doors open automatically. 

Washlet toilets are bidets. 
Heated toilet seats are everywhere 
in the winter time. Japanese squat-style toilets 

It is considered rude to use your 
cell phone on trains and buses. 

On escalators, stay on one side if you 
plan to just stand and not climb them.  

Be mindful that you will need to 
take off your shoes often while 
visiting Japan, so please do not 
wear socks with holes in them. 

In Miyajima, you will come across 
many wild deers.  Please refrain 
from feeding them. 
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こんにちは 
「KONNICHIWA」 

Good afternoon / Hello 

こんばんは 
「KONBANWA」 
Good evening 

おやすみなさい 
「OYASUMINASAI」 

Good night 

いただきます 
「ITADAKIMASU」 

 

ごちそうさまでした 
「GOCHISOUSAMADESHITA」 

おいしいです 
「OISHIIDESU」 
This is delicious. 

なんじですか 
「NANJI DESUKA?」 
What time is it? 

これはなんですか 
「KOREWA NANDESUKA?」 

What’s this? 

トイレはどこですか 
「TOIREWA DOKODESUKA?」 

Where is the toilet? 

It is customary to say “ITADAKIMASU” before eating and 
“GOCHISOUSAMADESHITA” after eating. 

管弦祭 
旧暦 6 月 17 日 

おはようございます 
「OHAYOUGOZAIMASU」 

Good morning 
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もみじ饅頭 
「MOMIJIMANJYU」 

Miyajima is the birthplace of Momiji Manjyu. The idea came from Mojiji Dani, one of the spots to visit. It has been on sale for 
over 100 years now. 
Enjoy the flavors of red beans, cream, green tea, chocolate, or cheese from one of nearly 20 Momiji Manjyu shops in Miyajima. 
Find out what you like best. One Momiji Manjyu is 60 yen or above.  

宮島の名産品 
 

宮島かき 
「KAKI」 

Because the virgin forest in Miyajima is rich in quality water, Miyajima oysters are thick, very sweet, and the meat has a 
beautiful milky white color.  
Fishing spots are a very good environment for farming oysters in water coming from the Virgin forest and the nutrition from 
the Ohta River. Quality oysters that passed tests by the Public Health Center are sold during winter. Some shops sell grilled 
oysters in the shell. They are available from 250 yen. 

あなご飯 
「broiled conger eel on top of rice」 

「Anago and rice」is a dish served with spitch cocked eel on freshly cooked rice. Eel is abundant around Miyajima Island. Eels 
and oysters are famous meals in Miyajima. 
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宮島細工 
「Miyajima Zaiku」 

Traditional Miyajima craft (Miyajima Zaiku) 
It has qualities that the grain is well suited for chiseling. The age of the tree from the growth rings and carved marks glow 
naturally. It becomes your original item as time moves on and the more you use it, the more refined and polished it becomes. 
This is the joy of using this authentic wooden craft. Miyajima Zaiku is traditional craft and art. Traditional craftsmen use their 
mind and spirits into their work wholeheartedly. They aim to make practical and warm tools for a richer life, for our daily use, 
for our growth. Miyajima Zaiku was certified as a Japanese traditional craft in 1982.  
 

ロクロ細工 
「Wooden Tunery」 
 

宮島彫り 
「MIYAJIMA-BORI」 
 There were carved works of handicrafts at the end of Edo period and they 

had become unique in Miyajima during the Meiji period. The natural beauty and 
scenery of Miyajima were designed and carved with details. The older the 
products, the classier they become. The carving skill is often used for trays, 
sweet containers, screens, and pillars. Three dimensional ornaments are highly 
popular as well. 

It has been said that it was introduced by Odagenroku to Miyajima around 
1850. It is well known around Japan with the best use of its own traits and 
beauty of the grain. There are a wide range of products from practical art 
crafts such as trays, serving plates for sweets and tea sets, to ornamental 
products. 

宮島焼 
「Miyajima Pottery」 

The pottery is simply made, not decorative yet beautiful. In the past, for the 
safe journey, people took some sand from the Itsukushima Shrine site as a sand 
talisman. The tradition later used in pottery, put holy sand into the clay to finish 
up as Miyajima Pottery. It has long been favored as fortune pottery. It is also 
called Osuna Yaki from the procedure it is made. 

宮島土鈴 
「Miyajima Do-rin」 

Dorin is a bell made from clay in a furnace. 
There are many Dorin in the shops. Find 
them in the shops. 

The rice soop of Miyajima was designed by the priest Seishin toward the end 
of the 18th century. The most produced and best quality in Japan for the 
material, and the elaborated work, and elegant shape from the image of   
the Biwa. Durable to heat, no odor, and rice does not stick. A good souvenir 
for good luck. 

 

宮島杓子 
「Rice Scoops」 
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宮島の行事 
 

Bugaku 

Name of festival Date Programme 

歳
さい

旦
たん

祭
さい

 
Saitan-sai 

January 1st 
5:00～ 

振鉾 

二日
ふ つ か

祭
さい

 
Futsuka-sai 

January 2nd 
9:00～ 萬

まん

歳
ざい

楽
らく

・延喜
え ん ぎ

楽
らく

 

元始
げ ん し

祭
さい

 
Genshi-sai 

January 3rd 
9:00～ 

太平楽・狛鉾・胡徳楽・ 
蘭陵王・納曽利・長慶子 

地久
ちきゅう

祭
さい

 
Chikyu-sai 

January 5th 
5:30～ 

振鉾・甘州・林謌・抜頭・ 
還城楽・長慶子 

桃花
と う か

祭
さい

 
Toka-sai 

April 15th 
5:00pm～ 

振鉾・萬歳楽・延喜楽・ 
桃李花・一曲・蘇利古・ 
散手・貴徳・蘭陵王・ 
納曽利・長慶子 

推古
す い こ

天皇祭拝式
てんのうさいようはいしき

 
Ceremony dedicated to 
Empress Suiko 

May 18th 
9:00～ 

振鉾・萬歳楽・延喜楽・ 
蘭陵王・納曽利・長慶子 

市立
いちたて

祭
さい

 
Ichitate-sai 

June 5th(Old calendar) 
9:00～ 

振鉾・萬歳楽・延喜楽・ 
蘭陵王・納曽利・長慶子 

菊
きっ

花祭
か さ い

 
Kikka-sai 

October 15 
5:00pm～ 

振鉾・萬歳楽・延喜楽・ 
賀殿・一曲・蘇利古・散手・ 
貴徳・蘭陵王・納曽利・ 
長慶子 

摂社三
さん

翁
のう

神社
じんじゃ

祭
さい

 

Festival of Shrine Sanno 

October 23rd 
10:00～ 

二曲奉奏 

天
てん

長祭
ちょうさい

 
Tencho-sai 

December 23rd 
9:00～ 

振鉾・萬歳楽・延喜楽・ 
蘭陵王・納曽利・長慶子 

 

Venue: Itsukushima Shrine 
At present, It does not remain any place in the birthplace India, Viet Nam, China, nor in Chosen Peninsula. Bugaku 

originally came from India, Viet Nam, China, and Chosen Peninsula. It is combination of Musical band and dance 
performance. ShotokuTaishi opened the music institute in Shitenno Temple in Osaka to educate musicians. It was the 
beginning of Bugaku. Itsukushima Shrine has three stages, high stage and supporting stages on the left and right.  
Kiyomori Taira brought back Bugaku, the art and culture of capital Kyoto to Itsushima, from Shintenno Temple to 
Miyajima and created Gakuso. This was the start of Bugaku in Miyajima. It is one of the most important traditional 
cultures long been passed down.  Bugaku is performed for the Shinto Ceremonies. There are 9 Bugaku masks that 
are National Important Cultural Properties. Some have the stamps from 1173. There are only a few places that 
perform Bugaku besides Imperial household agency, Osaka Shitenno Temple and Itsukushima Shrine. It is performed 
a few times annually for Shinto ceremonies besides Toka festival and Kikka festival.  
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Date：January 20th 
Location: Ohmoto Park 
This is a festival derived from the ceremony of Oyumihajimari where 100 archers shoot (two 
bows for each archer) 200 bows altogether. At present, the Chinese character Ogre is written on 
the back of the target from a combination of three characters meaning equal and not to begin a 
new year with argument. The archer shoots the bows to heaven, earth, left, and right and finally 
the target. 

Momote Festival 

Date: February 3rd 
Location: Daisyoin 
This is to have good luck by participating in the Fukumame and Fukumochi throwing event. This is 
proceeded after the Daihannya Tendoku buddhism Ceremony for “good luck and no evil” . 
 

Setsubun 

Date: Second Sat. and Sun. in February 
Location: Miyajima Pier 

Try “Oyster” in winter.  
「Miyajima Oyster festival 」was the first oyster festival in Hiroshima. It is held on the 
second Saturday and Sunday in every February when the oysters taste best in a year. 

 

Miyajima Oyster Festa 

Date: The end of March 
Locations: various places in Miyajima 

Explore the attraction of Miyajima from visiting aesthetic Japanese houses and historical 
facilities where various kinds of Hina dollas from the past are exhibited in Miyajima. 

Miyajima Hina Doll festa 

Date: The end of March 
Parade route: Miyajima Pier square→Itsukushima Shrine→Kiyomori Shrine 
This is a costume parade held in the beginning of the tourism season to remember and feel the 
accomplishment of the Taira clan. 

 

Kiyomori festival 

Date: April 16th to 18th 
Location: Itsukushima Shrine 

Noh in Itsukuha was started by Motonari Mori in 1563 and has been dedicated often. 
After the Meiji period it was used as Tokasai-Gojinno and people have been appreciating the 
plenary performing No (No. #5) composed in the Edo period . 

Tokasai-gojinnono 

Date: April 15th 
Location: Daisyoin 

Participants walk on the fire with smoke with bare feet chanting for fulfillment of wishes. 
Enjoy the reaction of people walking on. Some bear very hard with clenching teeth, tiptoeing,  
keeping up appearances, although the saying goes, “Shinto Meikyakusureba himomata 
suzushi”  
 

Daisyoin Hiwatari rite 
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 宮島の行事 
 

Date: June 17th(Old calendar) 
Location: Itsukushia shrine and the surrounding area 

This is a Shinto festival to comfort the gods who govern Miyajima. This festival is based on  
The “Playing of instrumental music” The performance is majestic where the sea is the stage. 
A quite elegant festival by the sea. 

Kangen sai 

Date: Middle of August 
Location: offshore Ohtorii 
This is a festival held by Itsukushima shrine each year when the sea level is at its highest. Quite 
magnificence to see naked young men fighting for the treasures hanging from a scaffold set 
up in the middle of the sea and in front of the main shrine. 
 

Tamatori sai 

Date: Middle of August 
Location: Offshore Ohtorii 

Fireworks thrown from the boat blast with explosive sounds and the images of vermillion 
Ohtorii and Itsukushima shrine are romantically silhouetted. 
 

Miyajima fireworks 

Date: August 1(old calendar) 
Location: Shinomiya Shrine to Itsukushima Shrine 
Hand made Tanomo boats loaded with offerings head to float to the other side of the seaside, 
to the Inari Jinjya in Ono cho where agricultural products were grown. This came from the 
tradition in the past to show the gratitude of delivered crops. 

 

Shinomiya Shrine festa(Tanomosan) 

Date: November 3 
Location: Daiganji 

This is a ceremony to believe in Fudomyoh and go home with the reward that your wish is 
going to be fullfilled. 

Daiganji Hiwatari rite 
「Miyajima Hina Doll Festival」 

Date: November 15th 
Location: Daisyoin 

Participants walk through the fire path chanting. Although the saying goes “Shintoh 
meikyaku sureba Himo mata Suzusi.” Some would clench their teeth, some tiptoe, and some 
keep their appearance unchanged. 
 

Daisyo in Hiwatari rite 

 

Date: December 31st 
Location: Itsukushima Shrine 

This is the festival to avoid fire disaster.  
The giant pine torch from the holy fire is marched along Gokasa Beach calling out “Taimatsu, 
Yoi, Yoi, Taimatsu, Yoi, Yoi.”The beach eerily turns in to a sea of fire. 

Chinka sai 
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In case of emergency during your stay in Miyajima, please contact one the following. 

 

＜Miyajima branch, Hatsukaichi city Hall＞ 

8:30a.m. - 5:15p.m. 

TEL: 0829-44-2000 

  only Japanese 

 

＜Miyajima tourist association＞ 

9:00a.m. - 6:00p.m. 

TEL: 0829-44-2011 

  only Japanese and English 

 

＜Miyajima branch Police, Hatsukaichi city＞ 

24 hours 

TEL: 0829-44-1110 

only Japanese 

 

＜Miyajima Fire station＞ 

24 hours 

TEL: 0829-44-2800 

only Japanese 

 

＜Miyajima Clinic>  

9:00a.m.～12:00p.m. 2:30p.m.～5:30p.m. 

TEL: 0829-44-1770 

    Close: Sunday, Holidays, Wednesday and Saturday afternoon 

    only Japanese 
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fever 
「ねつ」 

NETSU 

 

headache 
「頭が痛い」 
ATAMA ga itai 

 

runny nose 
「はなみず」 

HANAMIZU 

 

cough 
「せき」 

SEKI 

 

stomachache 
「お腹がいたい」 

ONAKA ga itai 

 

diarrhea 
「下痢」 

GERI 

 

vomiting 
「嘔吐」 

OUTO 

injury 
「けが」 

KEGA 

 

a broken bone 
「骨折」 
KOSSETSU 

 

an ambulance 
「救急車」 
KYUKYUSHA 

 

hospital 
「病院」 

BYOUIN 

 


